Intern (m/f) at Burda Principal Investments in Munich / London

You can expect …

- Being part of the global team of investment professionals of Burda Principal Investments (“BPI”, www.burdaprincipalinvestments.com)
- Continuous screening and assessment of potential investments in USA, Europe and Asia as part of the overall deal pipeline activities
- Supporting the development of investment theses as well as market and valuation intelligence
- Being part of the project team on investment process within BPI
- Performing market and commercial due diligence
- Deal execution as part of the respective deal teams
- Post-deal and portfolio management including strategic and operational initiatives, performance tracking of portfolio companies
- Driving initiatives together with the management teams of our portfolio companies
- Preparation of board meetings and internal reviews of investment performance

What do we offer …

- Interning in our team means taking on challenging tasks, creating impact and contributing to the success of our rapidly growing investment unit
- We are entrepreneurially driven, non-hierarchical and invest into developing talent
- Teaming up with dynamic and energetic professionals at both, Burda and our investments
- Competitive compensation
- Internship location either London or Munich

What do we require …

- Pursuing Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in a business, finance or accounting related field
- Experience in reviewing financial statements, i.e. P&L, balance sheet and cash flow / strong financial acumen
- Excellent verbal and written communication and interpersonal skills
- Strict attention to detail
- Passion and curiosity for media and tech; passion for conducting research and screening various markets
- Fluency in English. Knowledge of German language beneficial, but not required. Knowledge in Spanish is a plus.
- Minimum availability of three months